
Keynote speaker John Jacobs is co-founder and CCO (Chief Creative Optimist) of
Life is Good, which spreads the power of optimism through inspiring art, a
passionate community, and groundbreaking nonprofit work.
John and his brother Bert launched their business with $78 in their pockets, selling
T-shirts in the streets of Boston. Today, Life is Good is a $100 million positive
lifestyle brand sold by over 2,000 retailers across the US and Canada.
John wrote and illustrated his first (poorly spelled) book at the age of five. He’s
been writing and drawing ever since, graduating from the University of
Massachusetts with dual degrees in English and Art. John began designing and
selling T-shirts with his brother Bert during his senior year. After five years
traveling in their van together, the brothers officially launched Life is Good with
the mission to spread the power of optimism.
Early on, John and Bert were inspired by stories of people, mainly children, facing
great adversity. These stories illustrated that optimism is most powerful in the
darkest of times and fueled the creation of a fully integrated business model
dedicated to helping kids in need. Life is Good donates at least 10% of its annual
net profits to the Life is Good Kids Foundation to positively impact over 120,000
kids daily facing poverty, violence, and illness.
John provides the creative vision to guide the art and messaging direction of Life
is Good to inspire optimism in everyone the brand touches. John enjoys outdoor
adventures with his family, awkward dancing and diving into the water to catch
things.
To inspire others to choose optimism and grow the good in their lives, John and
Bert wrote Life is Good: The Book/ How to Live with Purpose...

Testimonials

John Jacobs

“I’ve done events like this for over 10 years and I have never seen a crowd more
inspired by a speaker. Ever.” 

- CONFERENCE DIRECTOR, MA CONFERENCE FOR WOMEN .

“We had RAVE reviews on John. Everything I heard was extremely positive. He
was super great and very accommodating. One of our executives mentioned to
me today that a top customer said John’s speech was life changing.” 

- SCANSOURCE .
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